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Maine's largest river
Whetstone Falls sits quietly. unbothered by congestion
and pollution, a simple place where a road and a Maine
river come briefly together before going their separate
ways.
The road is dirt. unmaintained. kept open only by
the few vehicles which drive it in a year. At the river it
merges with a beautiful wooden bridge, spanning fifty
feet of rushing water, then becomes road again.
The river is clean and sparkling. Together with the
wind it provides the only noise Whetstone Falls ever
hears. You can lie on your belly on the moss covered
rocks and drink the cold water.
The river is named Penobscot. East Branch. and if
the moss covered rocks and wooded spans of the bridge
were to know its fate by the time it reached the sea, they
would perhaps weep and crumble. For anyone who does
know the plight of Maine's largest river as it journeys
south. Whetstone Falls is a piece of history.
Standing at Whetstone Falls you can imagine what all
rivers were once like, flowing crisp and cool, teeming
with fish. Standing at Whetstone Falls it is hard to think
of the Penobscot as the industrial sewer it eventually
becomes, carrying someone else's wastes to the sea. Stand-
ing at Whetstone Falls and knowing what has been done
to the rivers of Maine. it is easy to despise men and Maine
industry..
The Penobscot River springs from deep in Maine. The
East Branch begins at the southern tip of the 411agash
Wilderness Waterway. It travels into Grand Lake NIata-
gomon, where it gets an extra push from water coming
out of Chamberlain Lake. largest body of water in the
Lthe rivers
Allagash system. Chamberlain Lake is dammed to divert
its water from the Allagash River into the Penobscot.
That dam is the first the river sees of modern man, and
that dam is the first indication the river gets that man
considers it his divine right to meddle with nature's water
if there's money to be made.
The dam is the property of the East Branch Improve-
ment Company, a business owned wholly by Great
Northern Paper Company and Bangor Hydro-Electric
Company. The only "improvement" the dam seems to
make is to make the river more useful for the two in-
dustries' needs.
The river stays clean as it flows on past Whetstone
Falls, down to Grindstone, the first of many towns built
along its banks. Tiny Grindstone (the 1960 U.S. census
doesn't mention Grindstonei leaves the river as it found
it and the East Branch travels further.
It is fifteen miles south of Grindstone before the East
Branch falls victim to the hands of industry. In Medway
it joins with the West Branch and immediately becomes
an industrial sewer.
The waters of the West Branch run rancid with the
waste from two paper mills owned by Great Northern
Paper Company. From its mills at Millinocket and East
Millinocket. Great Northern pours 51,000 pounds of
solid matter each day into the water. Between the solid
matter and other garbage dumped out with the 46 mil-
lion gallons of water used daily by the mills (the average
person uses from 60 to 100 gallons a dayl. the mills
produce a pollution load equivalent to 432,000 people.
close to half the population of the State of Maine. The
combined population of the two towns is 10,000.
Before this the West Branch. like its kin to the east,
runs clean, coming from deep in Maine. It begins at
Seboomook Lake, a small body of water north of Moose-
head Lake. Seboomook is fed by the north and south
branches of the Penobscot, the North Branch coming
from near the St. John River. the South Branch coming
via Canada Falls Lake from brooks and streams originating
at the Quebec Maine border.
From Seboomook the West Branch travels through a
series of Lakes to Chesuncook Lake. Here, thirty miles
north of where it begins to pollute, industry has its
first handhold. At the south end of Chesuncook Lake
is the Ripogenous Dam. property of Great Northern
Paper Company and one of six Great Northern dams
used for power and to control water levels at the two
mills. From Ripogenous Dam the river curves its way to-
wards the mills, over other storage and power dams and
into Millinocket. At Millinocket the West Branch is
soiled by the Millinocket Stream, a slimy flow of refuse
coming from the mill. While Great Northern products
are trucked away throughout the state and nation, the
pollution from the industry is sent down the Millinocket
Stream and hence to the Penobscot River for all the
state to enjoy.
The state's Environmental Improvement Commission
classifies the water from here to Medway as "D", mean-
ing. in layman's terms, an industrial sewer. Even after
Medway the river is so bad that all industries downstream
must treat the water before they can use it. After use.
they too dump their wastes into the river, sending it on
to the next user.
is born here
The story is the same all the way to the sea. In Lin-
coln the Lincoln Pulp and Paper Company dumps 30.000
pounds of solids a day into the river, and puts 13 times
as much pollution into the water as the entire town of
5000 does by dumping domestic sewage. At Howland the
Pine Tree Tanning Company daily contributes 11,000
pounds of solids and in a town of 1500 contributes
enough pollution to up the population to 40,000.
By the time the river reaches Old Town the water is
yellow and teeming with brown foam. In Old Town is
the Penobscot Company, which recently changed its
name from the Penobscot Chemical Fiber Company,
perhaps in an effort to give itself a new image among
those who don't live nearby. The Penobscot Company,
owned by Diamond International, filters the solids out
of 29 million gallons of river water a day, then pours
that water back with a daily 128,000 pounds of suspended
solids. In a town of 11,000, the Penobscot Company
dumps enough pollutants into the river to equal a populus
of 714,000, 70 times the actual population.
The rancid water travels between Bangor and Brewer
where the Eastern Paper Mill gobbles up 5 million gallons
of water a day, dumping with it enough pollution to
bring the 10,000 population up to 22,000. Until Eastern
recently closed down the pulp making part of its operation
it had been contributing as much pollution daily as a town
of 605,000 people. In Bucksport the St. Regis Paper
Company dumps another 70,000 pounds of solids daily
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into the worn river, and adds the effects of another
50,000 people.
Together, industry dumps daily 270,000 pounds of
oxygen consuming pollution into the Penobscot River.
Admittedly municipalities are contributing to the river
pollution also, by dumping raw sewage instead of invest-
ing in waste water treatment plants. But industry on the
Penobscot, which uses 120 million gallons of water a
day, six times the 20 million gallons used for domestic
purposes, contributes 90 percent of the pollution in
the river.
Supporters of industry argue the municipalities are
just as guilty as industry, because both throw all their
sewered wastes into the river. But there are a little more
than 100,000 people living on the Penobscot River. If
all the industrial pollution were being contributed by
people, the population along the river would be 1,450,
000 a half million more than the population of the
entire state.
And the Penobscot is only one of Maine's polluted
rivers.
The problem is more than slimy water, and gases
wafting over the countryside. The problem is not just
brown foam and residue from industry. If the river's
only purpose was aesthetic, many could forgive a
century of industrial corruption, taking the river which
state laws say belongs to the people, and turning it into
a private sewer. One could even forgive the many legisla-
tors who, olio
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There are other reasons.
Salmon once swam freely up the Penobscot River,
bringing sportsmen from all over the nation. Others
fished the river for their livelihood. Today the industrial
waste consumes all the oxygen the river can muster,
leaving the water almost totally unable to support fish
life.
There is still some hope. The Environmental Improve-
ment Commission has set a 1976 clean-up deadline for
the Penobscot, saying each industry and municipality
must have a waste water treatment plant by that date.
Officials of EIC. however, can't speculate as to whether
all industries will meet the deadline. Everyone is on
schedule now, but as yet no one's been asked to spend
any money.
But even if the Penobscot were free from pollution,
fish couldn't get upstream to their spawning grounds. In
their paths are dams, built years ago by paper and power
companies. The industries never bought the rivers, never
asked the people of the state if they could use them.
Permission to build the dams came from the industries'
friends in the legislature.
To get over a dam a fish needs a fishway, a series of
steps it can jump up to reach the river above. Some dams
were built with fishways, though most were inadequate.
As they fell into disrepair. they were not maintained
and industry argued that pollution would keep fish from
using them anyway.
While industry was refusing to help the fish, industrial
lobbyists were convincing the legislature it should spend
public money to build fish hatcheries and transport the
fish to above the industrial sites. Hatcheries cost many
times what a fishway does, but industry wasn't paying.
Today the Department of Inland Fisheries and Game
is working to restore salmon to the Penobscot. If industry
meets its clean-up deadlines, department officials are con-
fident fish will make it to clean spawning grounds. Be-
tween the ocean and the East Branch are six dams, which
public money is helping make passable for fish.
The first is owned by the city of Bangor and is used
to generate municipal power. It is the only public dam
on the river and $40,000 was spent to restore its fishway.
At Veazie $200,000 was spent to up-date an inade-
quate fishway on a dam built in 1919 by Bangor Hydro-
Electric Company.
A dam owned since 1882 by the Penobscot Company
in Old Town had a poorly designed fishway replaced in
1968. The company paid part of the $170,000 cost.
Another Bangor Hydro darn in Milford cost $121,000 to
be improved and Bangor Hydro's West Enfield Dam is
and begins dying here
scheduled to be ready for fish this summer at a cost of
$200,000. Bangor Hydro is sharing the cost of rebuilding
these dams it totally owns and operates.
At Mattaceunk, south of Medway, Great Northern
has a power darn built in 1939, the last in its series of six
dams built across public rivers for its private use. The
dam has a fishway but as a report of the Inland Fisheries
and Game Department puts it. -Unfortunately the pol-
luted condition of the river waters at this site has dulled
the interest of the owner of the dam in maintaining the
fishway in operable condition."
Public money will help pay the $15,000 job of restoring
the fishway this Fall, the last one to be ready before
fish can make their way into the East Branch into clean
Progress or Preservation...
Is that the question?
Some people would have you believe that this is the
„4„.617.41Pak,
water like that flowing at Whetstone Falls. By then
$746,000. much of it public money, will have been spent
to restore the river for fishlife.
It is doubtful Maine rivers will ever again run sparkling
to the sea, as all rivers once did. But it is entirely possible
for the rivers to be cleaned up enough so they are once
again a positive aspect of Maine.
But that cleaning up will come only when the people
of the state get behind the effort.
A quiet trip to Whetstone Falls will show you it's all
worth it.
Photos and text
by David Bright
the NATURAL RESOURCES COUNCIL OF MAINE
offers an alternative
It is called Project REASON, a plan to bring a multi-million dollar industry to the Maine coast through the development of its rich
marine resources. It is development dependent upon and compatible with the conservation of coastal resources. It offers Maine
a chance to have the best of both possible worlds. The heated debate over "Progress vs. Preservation" is a free-for all that will
accomplish little. Put your cool head to work for Project REASON. Join the Natural Resources Council and work for a better Maine.
enfoll me as a member of the National Resources Council of Maine. I enclose annual dues:
) Patron $100 ( Sponsoring $10 ) Contribution $2 I ) Single
all dues and contributions to the NRC are tax deductible
city state zip
clip and mail to the NATURAL RESOURCES COUNCIL OF MAINE. 116 State Street. Augusta Maine 
04330
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N estled in some of the loveliest rolling forest andcountryside in central Maine are a series of greatponds called the Belgrade Lakes. Because they har-
bor large areas of clean water and some of the state's
finest fishing. they appeal heavily to summer recreational
visitors, who flock in increasing numbers to their shores
to sojourn, buy land, or develop it. Until recently those
who love the Be!grades felt that these large lakes were
fairly immune to pollution or serious aesthetic damage:
but with the arrival of the 1970's, that picture here, as in
most of Maine. has been radically altered.
Maine law defines a "great pond" as any body of fresh
water covering more than ten acres. Of the many great
ponds in the Be!grades. eight are decidedly major lakes
(some say seven. considering Little North Pond to be
part of North Pondi: the largest of these measures
roughly seven and a half by four miles through its
longest axis and has the unimaginative but honest name
of Great Pond. One might think that a lake with more
than 8.000 acres of surface would be relatively unpollu-
table: shouldn't the smaller lakes have serious problems
first? But when one recalls the degradation of the Great
Lakes. one recognizes that such apparent logic is sophistry.
In fact. Great Pond is under attack from a variety of
sources to the extent that an informal campaign is under
way to save it.
At once the most insidious and the most innocent
source of pollution in Great Pond is the "houseboat."
The term "houseboat" is used, for want of a better one.
to describe any vessel which contains a head, or sea
toilet. Open-head houseboats are insidious because they
are a direct source of raw sewage: they are innocent
because their owners, like their builders, are often un-
aware of their potential for doing severe damage. Most
houseboats are equipped with open rather than sealed
heads simply because boat toilets have traditionally
been used on the open ocean, which has traditionally
been Everyman's Sewer. But with the expansion of the
pleasure boat industry, such vessels are increasingly in
evidence on fresh water as well: and any body of water,
particularly an encicKed pond. can tolerate only so
many such houseboats before the quality of the water
begins to drop. Ten years ago a houseboat on Great
Pond was a rarity: today. according to marina owner
Darrel Day of Belgrade Lakes village, "there must be
a dozen or fifteen of them."
Nascent pollution of Great Pond has been indicated
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in recent summers by the appearance of quantities of
slime, or semi-buoyant green algae. in the shallow
water along the shore. Mindful of the significance of
slime in signalling the demise of Lake Erie. some have
felt the increase in algae growth to be a sign of raw
sewage pollution. The villain is thought by some to
be the houseboat. which is the only known source of
raw sewage on the lake. But the omnipresence of the
slime and its proximity to the shore indicate that it
may be fed by nitrate fertilizers, which have been
drained into the lake from neighboring farms during
the heavy rains of recent summers.
At the present time, Great Pond water remains
technically pure. Philip Bradley. president of the Bel-
the lakes
grade Lakes Association, the local commerce-and-con-
servation group, reports that an annual chemical ana-
lysis of the water shows no appreciable current drop
in quality. Nonetheless, the BLA is concerned about
the future. Because of the economic productivity of
nitrate fertilizers, there is as yet no viable way to dis-
courage their use by the already hard-pressed farmers
around the lakes. No such barrier exists, however, to
a drive against the use of unsealed boat toilets, and
it is in this effort that the BLA has concentrated its
anti-pollution energies of late. particularly with educa-
tional publicity to residents and visitors around the
lakes.
The informal chairman of the BLA's drive against
open heads is Eugene L. Swan, Jr., director of Great
Pond's Pine Island Camp for Boys. Swan. a Connecticut
schoolteacher whose family came from Norridgewock.has faith in the power of citizen education to
help stop houseboat pollution. "Most people who have
open toilets on their boats," he says. "are not malicious.
They are simply uninformed, and aren't aware of the
damage they are causing." Articles like this one are
expected to help provide part of the necessary publicity.
The BLA also contributes to the anti
-pollution lobby
through its membership in the Natural Resouters—
Council. But it is primarily a residential and commercial
organization rather than a political one, and it is corn-
17, 1970
posed in great part of summer residents. who are not
present to protect the area year round, and who may
find resentment if they seem to put the welfare of tlw
lakes above that of their less wealthy native neighbors.
In the houseboat situation, however, they may be morc
readily welcomed, since many of the vessels are them-
selves used by summer folk. Yet the fact that the boats
are this impermanent creates two of the major obsta-.
des to effective action: their mobility and their relatively
anonymous ownership.
An officer of the Bureau of Watercraft Registration
and Safety in Augusta describes the Maine boating laws
as "geographically non-specific." All boats with motors
of over ten horsepower must be registered. but there-
after they may be transported to any navigable waterway
in the state. Furthermore, not one of the 19 items of
information required for registration makes reference
to the presence, or condition, of a boat toilet. Hence
only a personal survey of a given lake can determine the
number of houseboats currently using it, and the number
can vary daily. Such a spot check on Great Pond in 19w.'
discovered 25 using the lake at one time.
Is there , then, no way in which the use of open heads
can be legally opposed? Almost, but not quite. Title
38. chapter 3 of the Revised Statutes of 1964 (amended I.
which established the Environmental Improvement
Commission, has some very specific things to say
about dumping raw sewage into great ponds. Such sew-
age disposal is proscribed for all fresh surface waters. and
even treated sewage must be innocuous enough not to
"lower the standards or alter the usages" of the classifica-
tion of a given body of water. Great Pond, like most
Maine great ponds, is a class B-1 lake: it is acceptable
for recreation, including water contact, and for drinking
water "after adequate treatment." Substantial open-head pollution would certainly "lower the standards or
alter the usages" of the waters of Great Pond. But would
one open head? Or five? Here is where the law provides
a fatal loophole.
The enforcement provision (article 3) of Title 38
contains the following proscription applicable to greatponds: "it shall be unlawful for any person ... to disposeof any sewage . .. into any classified surface waters.in such manner as will, after reasonable opportunity fordilution, diffusion, mixture or heat transfer to the
atmosphere, lower the quality of any significant segment
of said waters ... below the minimum requirements of
such classification" (emphasis added). In other words.
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despite the earlier specific prohibition of raw sewage
disposal, this provision means that such disposal is in
fact acceptable if it is adequately diluted or diffused and
if it has no effect on any "significant" portion of the
water. Such wording obviously requires interpretation.
What is a "reasonable opportunity" for dilution? How
much is a -significant segment"? Most law enforcement
agencies, and probably the EIC, would agree that a single
open head on Great Pond does not call for enforcement
of the law under article 3. But at what point does one
begin to prosecute houseboat owners? And which ones
are legally liable for prosecution?
As if the enforcement provision were not weakenough vis-a-vis open-head pollution, it concludesby empowering the EIC, except in emergencies, to
issue restraining orders only after a "notice to and hearing
with" the accused, and then specified that enforcement
of EIC orders shall lie with the Attorney General, acting
through the Superior Court.
What makes this weakness even more ironic is the
fact that Title 17, section 2251 of the same Revised
Statutes prohibits the dumping of any trash, garbage.
junk, "or similar refuse," into any inland or tidal waters,
and specifically grants enforcement authority to "every
law enforcement officer in the State, including wardens
of the Department of Inland Fisheries and Game, war-
dens of the Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries,
foresters and wardens of the Forestry Department and
liquor inspectors of the State Liquor Commission."
Even liquor inspectors can haul someone into court im-
mediately for throwing bottles into a lake, but only
the Attorney General, following the request of the EIC.
after its "notice to and hearing with" the alleged vio-
lator, can do anything about the discharge into a lake of
the far more serious pollutant emitted from heads. And
it is unlikely, to say the least, that the already busy EIC
will have time to divert its attention away from the far
greater responsibilities it already has with regard to the
coming of oil and industry in the state at large.
In this situation, it is no wonder that the Belgrade
Lakes Association is worried about houseboats. The
State Park and Recreation Commission, recognizing the
value of the Belgrade Lakes as natural and economic
resources, has recently assumed control and maintenance
of the lakes' system of navigational buoys. BLA president
Bradley points out that if the state is this interested in
the lakes it should properly provide for keeping them
clean. "Maine," he says. "needs not to update but to
establish legislative control over things like open toilets
that are a threat to the area."
One Waterville resident with shore property on Great
Pond feels that the state might have real trouble re-
Clifford L. Swan, Inc. is pleased to
announce the addition of Floyd E. Hudson
to the firm.
We are expanding our industrial real estate opera-
tions to offer improved service to industries, large
and small, within and outside the state, who are
faced with property location, re-location, or expan-
sion problems. Mr. Hudson will head the Industrial
Property Department. A recently retired executive
of the American Electric Power System, Mr. Hudson
has also served American Electric in various manage-
ment roles in their Indiana and Ohio properties, and
for the past 12 years was an operations executive
at the firm's New York City headquarters. Before
that, he served in an executive position with Day
and Zimmermann. Inc., a Philadelphia-based con
suiting engineering company. Earlier affiliations
included engineering and management responsibili
ties with other companies in the eastern United
States and Canada.
Clifford L. Swan Co. Inc.
Realtors
234 Middle St., Portland, Me.
gulating boat heads simply because many summer visitors
bring their boats in from areas outside Maine's jurisdic-
tion. He feels that "a possible solution" is a national
law requiring boat manufacturers to install only sealed
heads on their vessels. A requirement similar to this is
part of the Water Quality Improvement Act of 1969
(H.R. 4148, with amendments from Senator Edmund
Muskie's related bill, S. 7), which went into House-
Senate conference in October, 1969, and has yet to
emerge. The bill authorizes the promulgation of federal
standards for mandatory sewage treatment devices to be
part of all newly constructed vessels within two years
after the standards are set and of all existing vessels
within five years afterwards. Fines of up to $2,000 could
be levied for the discharge of untreated sewage into any
navigable U.S. waterway after the law takes effect. How-
ever, it is unlikely that this bill will help solve the house-
boat pollution problem. Enforcement is entrusted to
"the Secretary of the Department in which the Coast
Guard is operating," who must authorize local law
enforcement agencies before they can assist him, and it
is questionable whether such arrangements will be effec-
tive on the relatively small but numerous lakes of Maine.
The law furthermore does not actually proscribe the
emission of boat sewage; it merely requires that any dis-
charge be treated first. Treated sewage. even in large
quantities, would probably not harm fish or antagonize
swimmers; on the other hand, it would not be likely to
enhance the value of a class B-1 lake as a "potable water
supply after adequate treatment." In fact, the only provi-
sion of the law which has real application to the open-head
pollution of Maine Lakes is this advisory comment
(section 11.f.): "nothing in this section shall be construed
to affect or modify the authority or jurisdiction of any
State to prohibit discharges of sewage whether treated
or not from a vessel within all or part of the waters of
such State." It would appear that at the moment, pro-
posed federal law not only promises no substitute for a
state ban on open heads, but actually encourages the
states to take the initiative on such legislation.
Water pollution from fertilizers and open heads pre-
sents the most serious threat to the environment of the
Belgrade Lakes. But it is not the only one, nor the most
immediate. Another challenge to the sanctity of Great
Pond which has arisen only in the last few years is the
developmental use of landfill. In November of 1968,
when the pond level was drawn down to its seasonal
low by the Central Maine Power Company, Marlin
Stuckey, an Ohio resident, effected the fill of several
acres of marshland adjacent to his property on Great
Pond. Stuckey apparently plans to use the filled area
for shore lots and commercial developments, although
no buildings have yet been erected. The marsh was long
known to be a prime nesting ground for loons and a
spawning area for fish, two species of considerable
aesthetic and economic value to the Belgrades. When
conservation-minded residents learned of the landfill
they were alarmed, and sought to determine whether
Stuckey had acted legally.
"We were asleep at the switch," says Wilson Parkhill.
a member of the BLA and owner of Sunset Farm. which
abuts Great Pond on its eastern shore. "And when we
sought legal redress. we found there were no teeth in
any of the laws regarding such practices." What Parkhill
means can be seen by an examination of the Great Ponds
Act of 1965 (Public Laws, chapter 487). This law re-
quires that a permit be issued by the State Forestry
Department for any landfill effected in great ponds on
public property, which is said to begin at the 1965 low
water mark. Great Pond water is annually lowered by
the Central Maine Power Company to a point below
its normal level. The Stuckey marsh under such con-
ditions became dry land, so that even though it was
under water most of the year, it qualified as his private
property at the time of the fill operation. Thus, although
the fill may have been damaging, it was apparently
legal: indeed, State Forest Commissioner Austin H.
Wilkins has ruled that it was.
The real problem for Great Pond lies not so much in
the Stuckey landfill itself, which is not large and is
anyway an irreversible fait accompli, as in its possible
ramifications. A large portion of the land bordering
Great Pond and the other Belgrades is normally swamp-
land, used extensively by breeding fish and migratory
fowl. If developers like Marlin Stuckey, who is
recognized in Belgrade Lakes and Waterville as a highly
conscientious man, are finding it profitable to fill
in marshland, what sort of massive rape might be per-
petrated in the future by less scrupulous men? And if
the law allows such marshes to be seen as private pro-
perty merely because the Central Maine Power Company
necessarily toys with the water level, is such prospective
rape going to be legal'?
Another landfill operation in Great Pond is antici-
pated if Camp Taconnet. Inc., erects a causeway to its
property on Joyce Island, near Rome Corners. A permit
for the causeway, which would rise seven feet above the
water level, was issued by the Forestry Department after
a public hearing which was attended by a BLA represen-
tative. The damage from such a causeway would be
primarily not ecological but aesthetic. No action has
been taken by the camp, and because the permit was
issued over fifteen months ago, it is believed by some
that the plan may have been abandoned. (The president
of Camp Taconnet was not available for comment.)
Two other, more mild, problems faced by the Belgrades
concern its hydroelectric dams and its public sewage
disposal. The Central Maine Power Company, which
maintains three dams between the lakes, is eager to
give them up because they are no longer economically
feasible. Although the company is acting "very respon-
sibly." according to one resident, the BLA is worried
nonetheless that the dams, which control the water
level in the lakes (and hence certain property limits and
spawning grounds) might fall into irresponsible or
ignorant hands. Wilson Parkhill has been attempting to
persuade the Department of Inland Fisheries and Game
to take over the dams as part of its care of the recrea-
tional fishing business, which thrives in the Belgrades.
Public sewage disposal in Belgrade Lakes village and
the other towns near the lakes is at the moment handled
on an individual basis. This presents no problem except
when the lakes are high and the ground is soaked, at
which times septic tanks occasionally back up. But as
the population grows and shore lots multiply, a central
sewage system will probably become necessary.
T
his problem was recently faced by the town of
Rangeley, whose economy is similarly tied to re-
creation trade. Seeing a threat to its most import-
ant resource, Rangeley Lake. the town undertook the ins-
tallation of a central sewer and the construction of a se-
wage treatment plant which has just become operative. Be-
cause Rangeley Lake is the source of the Androscoggin
River which is presently under a government cleanup at-
tack. the town was able, according to town manager
Howard Gurney, to receive considerable financial support
from both state and federal authorities. The sewage treat-
ment plant is located on Haley Pond, a smaller lake near
Rangeley. thus providing a test area for the determination
of the plant's effectiveness without damage to Rangeley
Lake itself.
Whether the town of Belgrade Lakes or the members
of the Belgrade Lakes Association will need to press
for similar action on local sewage is not an immediate
concern. The other problems, particularly the threat
from unsealed boat toilets, now take priority. Educa-
tion of all lake users to the dangers of environmental
misuses is a chief goal of the BLA. which has devised
slogans like "Use Your Head: Seal Your Head." But its
efforts will obviously have a very limited influence unless
changes are made in the state laws. Ultimately a law may
be required vihich specifies the emptying of heads into
a lake as an offense and provides effective penalties for
violations. Perhaps the simplest and most effective mea-
sure would be to include head-emptying in the category
of dumping proscribed under Title 17. Then any state
warden or policeman tor even liquor inspector)
could bring open-head users to court.
In the meantime. Great Pond and her sisters in the
Belgrades are the beneficiaries of a somewhat quixotic
fight by the Belgrade Lakes Association. It remains to
be seen whether the state will become its ally in the
effort to save these damsels in distress from the dragon
of aesthetic and biotic pollution.
by Sam Brown. Jr.
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Plan, or you'll pay [plenty)
There is a real need for the Maine public to carefully
examine new land development proposals and to take
whatever action is necessary to avoid costly environ-
mental economic mistakes. Much of the Maine develop-
ment that has taken place in the past has needlessly des-
troyed existing resource values, provided less than satis-
factory service, has resulted in monstrous construction
and maintenance costs and has raised taxes and the cost
of living.
The development of a major shopping center on the
outskirts of South Portland (just off the Maine Turnpike)
has been cited by many as economic development. I
chanced by this development several months ago and be-
came interested in a construction crew driving pilings. I
stopped and found that a nationally-known hamburger
company was putting up a stand. The site is across the
street from the new Shopping Center. The soils in this
area are Scantic silt loam. Biddeford silt loam, and
AuGres loamy sand. (These soils are all rated as very
poor for commercial, industrial, or residential types
of construction.1
The men had a derrick and were in the process of
driving what looked like IS-foot-long telephone poles
into a dug hole 32 by -Ill by 9 feet deep. The poles
were being driven nine feet into the bottom of the hole
so that the tops were at ground le%el. The poles were
driven in 18 groups of four poles each. Concrete was
being poured around each group of poles. I was told
that after this was done the hole would be filled with
gravel. A pump was operating to keep the water level
down in the hole. The sides of the hole had caved in.
I asked the construction company engineer how much
the foundation would cost. He told me about S10.000.
I asked how large a building they were going to put up
and he told me it was to be one of the regular one-story
hamburger stands, 32 feet wide and 40 feet long. I asked
how much this foundation would cost on a better soil.
He told me that he was not working on the foundation,
but on the sub-foundation and that most all the work he
was doing would not have to be done on a better soil.
He asked me if I had any control over the runoff water.
He said he was having problems with the water ponding
up on the site and that the old drainage ditches had
filled with silt.
Here is a typical example of high construction costs
when development is carried out on poorly suited soils.
The cost of building the parking lot, erecting the sign,
and building the hamburger stand will all be much
higher.
But let's really try and take a look at what is in-
volved here. This nationally known hamburger company
stand will be just one of many new buildings to go up
around the Shopping Center. In fact, you can find ads
in the Portland paper advertising house lots for sale next
to the new Shopping Center. All of the soils in this area
have major limitations for home building or any urban
community construction purpose.
Let's take a look at some of the results of what has
already taken place. First — we know that all the build-
ing on these poorly suited soils to date has been very
costly. I also learned that special efforts were made to
have an interchange toll gate constructed off Maine's
Interstate Highway so that this site could be used. Cons-
truction of this cutoff is nearly completed.
Second — the cost of providing public sewer lines,
water lines, and roads is very high. Trenches must be
shored up, water pumped away, and the trench bottoms
supported in some places to keep the service pipes from
buckling. The Public Works Department in South Port-
land, I am told, has expended so much money already
in this area that they have run short of funds. High
public service costs mean higher taxes.
Third — little regard for erosion control has been
expressed by the developers. Consequently, sediment
deltas over eight feet in height have formed in Long
Creek and Clark's Pond.
Fourth — the large marshy area now occupied by
Jordan Marsh and its many acres of pavement will no
longer act as a storm water storage area. Areas down-
-stream from this development will experience new
flood water levels and possibly flood damages.
Fifth — the area now occupied by the huge Shopping
Center once represented a valuable wildlife area. The
habitat has been destroyed and downstream habitat
areas damaged by siltation, will continue to be damaged
by the tons of silt that will be washed off the paved
parking area annually.
[ the soil
These are some of the costs we have already ex-
perienced but let's look into the future and try and
predict some of the other costs of developing on this
site with its very poorly suited soils.
The factor about this development which will end
up costing the public most dearly is that South Portland
now has created a growth center on poorly suited soils.
All types of supporting and complementing business will
be attracted into this area by this huge shopping center.
Housing developers learned long ago that people will
pay more and buy property quicker if it is near shopping
centers.
Most of the developers in the future will not be able
to pass on to the public the high cost of development
on poorly suited soils. The one-story hamburger stand.
32 feet by 40 feet, is not much larger than a house and
it cost about 'St 0,000 for just the foundation. Private
home developers are not going to put this kind of money
into foundations. They will cut corners and low quality
buildings will be built. The city of South Portland has
taken the first steps in creating a slum area.
High maintenance costs will be experienced by all
who have developed on these poorly suited soils. High
maintenance costs tend to devaluate property and when
people can't pay them, property falls into a state of
disrepair. This in time leads to the development of slum
areas.
Without doubt, the planners and developers in
analyzing the economic feasibility of building the
Shopping Center or the satelite hamburger stand, can
show that both concerns will make a profit even with
the high development costs. The location, particularly
next to the special Interstate Highway Interchange toll
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gate, will place both businesses in a highly populated
area and will provide good markets for their goods.
But one cannot help wonder if these concerns would
have chosen this site if they had to pay the true costs
instead of the taxpayer — the cost of the special Inter-
state Highway Interchange toll gate, the cost of providing
new floodways, or paying for future downstream damages,
the cost of paying for downstream sediment damages,
the cost of replacing this last large wildlife area close
to Portland (mitigated damages), and the extra costs
associated with the poor soils of providing sewer and
water lines, roads, and power. You can rest assured
that if these costs had been tabulated, the balance sheet
for this development site would look quite different.
We must also be realistic and recognize that usually
when costs of production go up, the costs of the product
to the consumer goes up. Certainly, when we take a
long run look at costs of production or the cost of selling
a product. and the general effect on our economy, if
production costs are forced up by improper land use.
these costs will be reflected back to the public in a
higher cost of living. Somewhere -- hidden in the price
of hamburgers, or the miscellaneous goods from the shop-
ping center, will be the high cost of building construc-
tion and maintenance on this site with its poorly suited
soils.
No doubt local citizens were blinded by the promise
of a new source of taxes from the massive shopping
center development; and, on suitable soils this develop-
ment would have complemented the City of South
Portland in many ways. Every Maine citizen, but particu-
larly local officials, must take the time and effort to
recognize all of the costs as well as all of the benefits
from a proposed land use or development, particularly
when the development will adversely affect public values
or rights. It makes little difference whether you are a
housewife, potato grower, dairyman, or work in a bank,
improper land use costs everyone.
Examples of this type can be found all over Maine.
It's a case of private profits at public expense — a case
of the public subsidizing a private profit making develop-
ment.
This is a story about economic development but this
is not sound economic development. This is a story
about improper land use. A story that could have had a
different ending if officials and the public had taken
the time to check out the soil considerations, and planned
and directed the development of their land and water
resources on the basis of soil suitability.
Since the above described development was started.
Maine has taken some progressive steps to protect both
the econimic base and the environment. Compliments are
in order to both the Maine Legislature and the Governor
for enacting and signing LD 1834. an Act to Regulate
Site Location of Development Substantially Affecting
Environment, The Act requires that "the proposed deve-
lopment will be built on soil types which are suitable
to the nature of the undertaking". Development plans
must be submitted to the Maine Environmental Improve-
ment Commission for approval. Let's hope they are.
by Lauren H. Long
(Mr. Long is a member of the USDA
soil conservation service.)
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Eaton, New Hampshire
LAND-USE ORDINANCE
Preamble
For the purpose of properly conserving and utilizing
the lands and waters of Eaton, promoting the health.
safety, morals, prosperity, convenience or general wel-
fare, providing for efficient and economical administra-
tion of town affairs, and preserving the rural character
of Eaton, the following ordinance is hereby enacted
by authority conferred by Chapter 31, Section 60-89,
N.H. Revised Statutes Annotated 1955, and by every
other authority thereto enabling.
Article I
For the purpose of this ordinance the entire Town
of Eaton is considered as a single undivided district.
Article II
The invalidity of any provision of this ordinance as
adjudged by a court of competent jurisdiction shall
not affect the validity of the ordinance as a whole or
the validity of any other part or provision.
Article III General Provisions
1. No land or water in Eaton may be used for any
trade, industry, activity or use that may be obnoxious
or offensive by reason of the production or emission
of dust, odor, smoke, refuse matter, fumes, noise, vibra-
tion or similar conditions, or that is detrimental or
injurious to the comfort, peace, enjoyment, health or
safety of the community or the immediate neighbor-
hood or lending to its disturbance or annoyance.
2. No land or water area in Eaton may be used as a
junk yard or storage place for unregistered vehicles
unfit for use on the highway, second-hand unusable
machinery scrap materials or any other used second-
hand articles the accumulation of which is detrimental
or injurious to the neighborhood.
3. No land or water in Eaton may be used as a place-
ment for any signs except for highway, safety and regula-
tory purposes and those for enterprises conducted in
Eaton, and in no case shall any sign exceed in area four
1) sq. ft. except as a special exception granted by the
Board of Adjustment, hereinafter provided for, upon
finding the same will not be detrimental or injurious
to the neighborhood.
1. No ruins from fires or other causes and no aban-
doned deteriorating structures, as a consequence of busi-
ness failure or other cause, shall be left indefinitely on
Eaton land but within one year such ruins or unoccupied
structures shall be repaired, rebuilt, replaced or removed
and the land on which they stood shall be refilled and
leveled to clear ground level.
5. All sanitary systems shall be constructed and main-
tained in accordance with standards set and enforced by
the N. H. Department of Health and the N. H. Water
Supply and Pollution Control Commission — whichever is
the more restrictive.
6. If a lawful building, structure or land use exists
when this ordinance is enacted, which would not be
allowed under the provisions of this ordinance, the same
may nevertheless be continued so long as it remains other-
wise lawful.
7. If a building or other structure, standing at the time
this ordinance is enacted and not conforming in use or
otherwise to the provisions of this ordinance, is sub-
sequently destroyed by fire or natural cause or event to
an extent of more than 75 percent of its replacement
cost at time of destruction, it shall not thereafter be
reconstructed or used except in conformity with the
ordinance; provided that the Board of Adjustment may.
as a special exception. permit the reconstruction and use of
such building or structure substantially as it was prior to
destruction upon finding that the same will not be detri-
mental or injurious to the neighborhood.
Article IV Specific Provisions
1. No land in Eaton of lesser area than 43.560 sq. ft.
tone acrel may be used as habitation or business establish-
ment of any kind and no building or outbuildinv may be
closer than 30 feet to any property line.
2. Any piece of land subdivided into two or more lots
for dwellings shall be utilized in accordance with all
other provisions Of this ordinance. Each road or street.
intended to be dedicated to public use, shall be cons-
tructed in accordance with specifications laid down by
the Board of Selectmen. A plan of the subdivision in
all detail shall be approved by the Board of Selectmen
before any construction or excavation is begun. All
utility wires shall enter the buildings from the rear or
under ground. Any deadend street proposed for public
use shall have a reasonable turnaround at the closed
end. In any such subdivision no less than five percent of
its total area shall be set aside for the common recreation
use of all the residents of the subdivision.
3. Retail business establishments, garages. gasoline
service stations. gravel pits. rock quarries, kennels and
catteries, portable saw mills, ski lifts and similar busi-
nesses and industries may be permitted if the Board of
Adjustment. after public hearing and due notice to all
abutters. find that the same will not be detrimental or
injurious to the neighborhood.
4. A mobile home may be located in Eaton for a period
in excess of 30 days only as a special exception granted
by the Board of Adjustment, upon finding that the
means it
same will not be detrimental or injurious to the neighbor-
hood.
Article V Enforcement
1. It shall be the duty of the Board of Selectmen, and
the Board is hereby given power and authority, to en-
force the provisions of this ordinance.
2. After passage of this ordinance it shall be unlawful
to erect or relocate any building or structure or alter the
bulk of any building, or put any land or water area of
Eaton to any use substantially different from its use on
the date of passage or this ordinance without first ob-
taining a building or land-use permit from the Board
of Selectmen.
3. No permit shall be required for remodelling where
the purpose for which the building is to be used is not
changed or where the existing exterior walls are not to
be altered.
4. Upon well-founded information that this ordinance
is being violated, the Board of Selectmen shall take
immediate steps to enforce the provisions of this ordinance
by any legal action available or necessary.
Article VI Board of Adjustment
Within thirty days after the passage of this ordinance,
the Board of Selectmen shall appoint an appeal board
consisting of five persons to serve as a Board of Adjust-
ment with powers as specified in Section 72, Chapter 31,
N. H. Revised Statutes Annotated 1955. The terms of
office shall be five years and the first appointments shall
be made for such terms that there will be one vacancy
each year. The Board shall hold public hearings on all
cases properly before it and shall give reasonable public
notice thereof and reasonable notice thereof by mail to
all owners of property within 200 feet of the exterior
boundaries of property involved. The Board may. before
acting on a matter, refer it to the Planning Board for review
and recommendation. The granting of permits by the
Board may be subject to appropriate conditions and
safeguards.
Artile VII Amendments
This ordinance may be amended by a majority vote of
any legal town meeting subject to compliance with the
provisions of RSA 31:63-64 inclusive.
Article VIII Effective Date
(Passed in Eaton's last Town Meeting)
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Power companies hxlav are placing ever greater em-
phasis on aesthetic and environmental considerations.
With rapidly expanding demand for electric power
and growing construction programs to keep ahead of
this demand, environmental considerations are be-
coming a more complex and costly factor in the pro-
duction of electric energy.
Therefore, our Company in 1969 created a new De-
partment of Environmental Studies and Controls to
coordinate all such efforts for both CMP and Maine
Yankee Atomic Power Company.
During the year CMP and Maine Yankee funded or
authori/ed studies k both public and private agen,
cies costing in excess of $750.(XX).
The Ira C. Darling Center for Oceanographic Research
of the University of Maine. is conducting studies dur-
ing the three years before startup of Maine Yankee
These will continue after startup to determine what
effect plant operation will have on the ecology of
the area.
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made to the State Department ot Sea and Shore
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Paper people own this much
More than 80 percent of Maine is forested. Over 98 percent of its forested land - 52 percent of the
state's total land area - is privately owned, mostly by paper companies. International Paper Com-
pany, that giant of all American paper companies, twice the size of runnerup Crown Zeller-
bach, is one of Maine's biggest land owners: nationally nobody owns more land than Interna-
tional but the federal government itself. Pulp and paper, Maine's principal industry, accounts
for around 28 percent of the state's annual manufactured value. Employment in paper-
making (18,004 in 1958) is exceeded only by that in leather (28,809): its annual pay-
roll ($124 million) nearly equals that of leather ($127 million), which says something
about leather workers' wages.
These are fundamental facts of Maine life around which we must frame every con-
sideration we have of natural resources, ecology, pollution, new industry and jobs
sources of state and local tax revenue, transportation, tourism, land develop-
ment, and the whole flavor of Maine society and government. Whatever we
wish to consider about Maine's future, we must start with paper, and, most
likely, end up with paper, or some one of its many shapes and forms.
We are not talking about your little old neighborhood paper maker
but about giant corporations, headquartered outside of Maine, with
holdings across the country and in foreign countries; companies
on whose real estate and production maps Maine is just an-
other territory. In Fortune magazine's most recent list of
the 500 biggest corporations in the United States Inter-
national Paper ranked 54th, Georgia Pacific
101, St. Regis, 127, Scott, 146, Diamond,
210, and Great Northern, 466, all com-
panies operating in Maine. Some of our
companies are owned by other companies:
Pejepscot by Hearst, S. D. Warren by Scott,
Oxford by Ethyl, Penobscot by Diamond.
As of last month, Great Northern picked
up Mekoosa-Edwards, an old-line paper
company in Wisconsin. Some of the com-
panies, including International, have been
eyed by "conglomerates," giant invest-
ment groups which pick up a variety of
companies in order to diversify product
and risk and for tax advantages. RCA, a
radio and television corporation, which
owns Hertz, the car rental company, and
Random House, a large book publisher,
was recently in earnest conversation with
St. Regis. They parted amicably, without
agreement, but, unquestionably, paper
companies, with their large timber hold-
ings will continue to be attractive to con-
glomerates looking for companies on whose
assets they can borrow to buy still other
companies. Says Fortune "the value of
timber stands (are) so solid that banks
consider them prime security for loans."
Better than money in the bank, stands of
timber, properly tended, get more valu-
able as they grow, can be harvested when
the market is good, and occupy land whose
value increases daily as populations grow.
St. Regis was attractive to RCA, because,
among other things, it has 2,500,000
acres of timber in Scandinavian coun-
tries, whose value can do nothing but
appreciate with the increase in Euro-
pean demand. Scandinavian paper producers
are so bilsy try ing to satisfy Europe that their
exports to the U. S. are dropping. The
potential for paper in Europe is apparent
from a look at annual per capita paper
consumption. Business Week in 1965
quoted the following per capita consumption.
figures: Italy, 100 pounds; France, 150: West
Germany, 210: Great Britan, 230; and the United
States, a whopping 479.
In a 1969 article Fortune took a close look at Inter-
national Paper Company and the U.S. paper business
generally, concluding that it consists of "scores of smaller
companies with a handful of big producers at the top,"
is "production oriented (that is. neglects diversification,
new products and marketing. D.S.)", is "largely family
run," that its return on net worth, 9.5 percent. is below
the median for all manufacturing companies. Internation-
al's being a little below the industry average - that indus-
try returns are below the level of the mid-Fifties, and that
its performance is generally poor in relation to other
industries. Nevertheless International had 1968 sales of
$1.56 billion, 10 percent of the industry's total.
Lest this makes you commiserate unnecessarily with
International stock holders, it should be added that the
company owns 7,867,000 acres in the United States and
Canada, leases 15 million acres more, carries its timber
holdings on the books at $186 million, which Fortune
estimates could actually be worth ten times that figure,
and had 1969 earnings of $109,800,000.
Under the spur of the necessity for developing and
improving business methods International has picked up
a medical specialty company, producing paper disposables
for hospital use, and, more importantly for Maine, Ameri-
can Central Corporation, based in Michigan and special-
lizing in the development of recreational and vacation
home land. American Central will turn its attention to
several thousand acres of prime land, some of it beach
front, in Vermont, Maine and North and South Carolina.
According to Fortune, the land development idea is based
of
Maine
Copied from a land office map 1962
on "some fairly stunning calculations."
American Central will acquire the land
from International at $500 an acre, develop
it and sell it to builders at going prices for
developed vacation and second home land. Inter
national will make $360 on the sale to American,
taxed on a capital gains basis, and American will
make the difference between $500 plus development
costs and whatever a builder will pay for such devel
oped prime land. A photo graph in International's 1968
Annual Report of a coastal housing development on
company land in North Carolina shows the results of
International's "fairly stunning calculations.- Coast lovers
may be dismayed.
the forests
Maine's paper companies are under competitive pres-
sure to improve and modernize their methods and equip
ment. They are also under pressure to find cheaper, faster
more reliable ways to get their product to market. Ac-
cording to John Gould, Jr., Executive Secretary of the
Paper Industry Information Office in Augusta, Maine is at
the end of the line for the railroads, an aggravating spur
on a remote heel of the U.S. The three railroads serving
the paper-makers got one rate increase for Maine service
recently and are asking for another. Box cars are hard to
get and the service leaves much to be desired. Paper is
shipped in bulk from Maine to major population centers
where it is fabricated into the shapes and forms required
by the local market. Without greatly improved shipping
service, development of local paper fabricating industries
is probably out of the question.
Added now to the paper companies' woes is the bur-
geoning national concern with pollution. One of the
principal polluting culprits in paper-making is the sulphite
process and the industry is gradually changing from that
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process to the more profitable and less pollutant kraft
process, but it takes time and money to make the change.
The industry, accustomed for decades to dumping its
garbage through a hole in the floor, is now ordered to
clean up its mess right now. Like the oil, auto, and elec-
trical industries, paper tends to say the situation's not
as bad as everybody thinks it is, that they're taking care
of it as fast as they can, that they're just as concerned
about it as anybody, that their laboratory and testing
facilities are better than anybody else's, and that they can
do best if left alone by legislatures and not given a lot
of irksome time tables. Whether from humanitarian or
economic interest, or both, they are concerned and are
doing something, kicking and screaming all the way.
In the process some old, antiquated machinery is
being phased out entirely. In 1967 the State of Washing-
ton and the U.S. government ordered companies on Puget
Sound to clean up their solid and chemical waste or get
out. Some of the companies, which included Weyerhauser
and Crown Zellerbach, decided that conversion or re-
placement of some old equipment wasn't worth the
money and gave up operating it. The State of Washington
was not unhappy; it figured the commercial fishing and
recreational value of the Sound were more important to
its long run economy than paper-making.
Weeding out old machinery is already costing Maine
workers jobs. When Georgia Pacific shut down a 75-year-
old machine at Woodland last month, 60 old time em-
ployees, presumably the only ones who knew how to
handle that cantankerous old hunk of gears were on the
bricks. According to the Maine Department of Economic
Development, employment in paper-making declined
from 18,830 in 1967 to 17,840 in 1969. Gould says this
is not a decline in industry activity - its output has in-
creased - but reflects greater efficiency. The industry,
says Gould, is doing everything it can to find places
for the laid off workers, in relief, in summer work, in
other areas of the industry's operations. Modernization,
greater efficiency, and switching of processes, however,
will inevitably close small, marginal operators attempting
to make a go of it with outmoded equipment. Unless
there is an expansion of the industry, not presently in
sight, the numbers laid off will increase.
What does the industry contribute to the cost of
Maine government? For years it operated without having
to pay state
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to pay state income taxes, although it was getting various
state services, including spruce budworm control. It is too
early to assay returns from the relatively modest state
corporation tax (4 percent of Maine profits) now in effect.
As to local property taxes, Gould says that a survey he
took a couple of years ago in 14 Maine communities
showed that paper companies paid an average of 47percent of local budgets, that leaves in question the por-
tion of local business done by the companies, the muni-
cipal services required,the size of the local budget and
the actual tax dollar outlay by the companies. Altogether,
Gould says, the industries paid $7,130,000 in local pro-
perty taxes throughout the state, slightly better than
1 percent of the annual value of its Maine product.
According to Senator Robert S. Stuart of Brunswick, who
would like to increase the wildlands tax, a seemingly
miniscule tax which affects much company land, the
state assessor says we won't know whether his proposed
tax is fair until the companies give us their tax picture.
something they have so far failed to find time or inclina-
tion to do.
Senator Stuart thinks that Maine is one of the few, if
not the only, states in the Union with unorganized
territory, i.e., no organized government or vvay of pro-
tecting itself except by appeal to paper companies, who
are without effective control and pretty much free to
go their own way. Says Senator Stuart. the paper com-
panies have some of "the most capable and aggressive
lobbyists in the legislature." There were over 20 at last
count. Moreover, he says, some members of the House
and Senate are employed by paper companies, certainly
not illegal, but certainly affecting their views on legislation
affecting their employers' interests. With more than twen-
ty lobbyists at Augusta, a few employees in the legislature,
and a tax picture hidden behind a thicket of evergreens.
it cannot be doubted that the paper companies exercize
tremendous influence on Maine government, paying
as little of its cost as they can get away with.
The end of the paper companies' troubles are not in
sight. Even the potent battery of legal and legislative
talent it can muster seems incapable of stopping the
groundswell of concern about pollution, preservation of
forests, and careful use and development of wild lands
which is prevailing to a much greater extent throughout
the country, blocking the maniacal advance of freeways,
closing up jet airports before they open, smiting oil
companies with law suits, withdrawing consumer sup.
What else do they do
port from contaminating products, and manifesting
itself in increasingly powerful and novel fashions. In
Berkeley, California, that cauldron of new movements,
a group of young people calling themselves Ecology
Action is rebelling against the whole "buy it. use it. throw
it away" pyschology Essential tc the container and paper
manufacturing industries. A story in the New York Times
tells how the communal group returns its paper bags to
the super-market after they have taken the groceries
home, crushes and sells their tin cans, bundles and sells
their old paper, and re-uses envelopes with the note "Save
trees, re-use envelopes." Says the group's founder "It
won't save a hell of a lot of trees, but it is a conspicuous
act of conscience."
Conspicuous acts of conscience are certainly desirable,
but they alone won't solve Maine's problem of being a
state whose economy and continued desirability as a
place to live and work is so closely tied to the fortunes
of the paper companies which own most of its land.
grow, and cut most of its trees, and provide a sizeable
chunk of its industrial wealth and employment. The
question being asked by all hands, including the paper
companies, is "NOW, what do we do?" •
by Donald Stofle
1. Is there any legal way to keep oil out of Maine?
2. Are Maine's lakes on the verge of being destroyed by housing
developments?
3. Can the effluent charge save Maine's rivers from pollution.
4. What industrial promise has proved the kiss of defeat
for politicians? /
(No, it's not Vahlsing.)
5. Can property taxes really force destruction of
Maine's open spaces?
If you subscribe to Maine Times, you could answer these questions.
Maine Times tells you what's happening in Maine.
And it's the only publication in Maine that gives you the information
early enough to help prevent Maine's destruction.
name
address 
city state -zip 
( ) enclosed is $7 for 52 issues
( I please bill be $7 for 52 issues
clip and mail to Maine Times, 13 Main Street, Topsham 04086 Topsham, Maine 04086
(answers: 1. no 2. yes 3. we think so 4. TEPCO and its aluminum refinery 5. yes, by taxing
JOIN
THE
BATTLE
•
FOR A
BETTER
MINE
on potential use rather than actual use.)
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$27 Million Worth of
Environmental Improvement
Maine's greatest asset, next to its people, is its natural environ-
ment. It's a heritage we want to preserve for present and future
generations.
Scott Paper Company recognizes and wholeheartedly en-
dorses the need to protect the quality of Maine's environment.
For after all, we have deep roots and a significant stake in the
State of Maine with two large manufacturing plants, substantial
timberlands and the collective skills of over 4,200 Scott men and
women.
There's also another reason we're concerned. A company like
ours is people: human beings who desire clean air and water to
breathe and drink for ourselves, our families and our neighbors;
resources to share with others for recreation and for earning our
Ii velihoods.
SCOTT'S ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
Scott believes in high standards of excellence in conducting its
corporate affairs as a responsible industrial citizen at its West-
brook and Winslow plant locations. We share a deep concern
with the public for the conservation of our environment and
natural resources. We are committed as a company to respond
positively to the ecological and social problems and opportun-
ities which face our contemporary society.
Specifically, Scott recognizes and accepts its corporate respon-
sibility to protect the environment by:
• Controlling its effluents so that waterways adjacent to its
manufacturing plants may adequately serve other recog-
nized public uses;
• Controlling its emissions to the atmosphere to avoid harm
to public health and property, as well as any unreasonable
interference with the rights, privileges and enjoyment of
others.
Our objective — in concert with other industries, municipali-
ties and private citizens — is to continue to earn the respect of
the public for responsible stewardship of our resources and our
environment.
OUR PROGRESS
Scott is certainly not a "Johnnie come lately" in Maine's en-
vironmental improvement. We've already taken major steps at
both our Westbrook and Winslow mills to control effluents dis-
charged to local waterways and emissions released to the
atmosphere.
But what was good enough in the past to protect Maine's air
and water resources isn't good enough by today's standards.
The fact of the matter is that there's no single waste treatment
system — no instant panacea or device you can just buy off the
shelf and simply install — to curb pollution. Each system must
be custom designed and engineered to meet a particular plant's
process and ecological requirements. And that's exactly what we
are now doing at both our Maine mills.
OUR COMMITMENT
Scott plans to spend an estimated $27 million for air and ‘vater
improvement systems at its Westbrook and Winslow mills to
meet the stringent requirements of the Maine Environmental Im-
provement Commission and make a meaningful contribution to
Maine's statewide cleanup and restoration effort.
This investment by Scott will be the largest expenditure ever
made in the State of Maine by a single company for pollution
control. And we believe it clearly demonstrates that we will do
our fair share as a responsible corporate citizen.
To be more specific, we plan to build one of the largest waste-
water treatment systems in the pulp and paper industry at our
Winslow mill. The three-phase program to improve the quality
of the Kennebec River will include facilities for: collecting the
mill's sanitary waste for treatment in a municipal system pro-
posed for the Town of Winslow; primary treatment of waste-
waters to remove solids and organic wastes in two clarifiers; and
the collection, evaporation and burning of spent sulphite liquor
to further reduce organic oxygen demand.
At our Westbrook mill — where we've already installed etik:
tive pollution control systems at a cost of $3.5 million — our
primary wastewater treatment facility now removes 60 tons of
solid wastes daily for disposal at our plant site; and a variety of
scrubbers, electrostatic precipitators and gas incineration proc-
-esses have significantly reduced the emission of odorous gase
and particulates. To further upgrade the quality of the atmo-
phere in communities adjacent to our plant location, we intend
to install additional air protection equipment. And to make
additional improvements in the quality of the Presumpscot
River, we are now working in concert with the Portland Water
District to determine the feasibility of a regional wastewater
treatment system to handle both municipal and industrial efflu
ents. Should this plan not be feasible for us, we will install addi-
tional treatment facilities for our own wastes.
The positive steps Scott has taken at its Westbrook and Wins-
low mills reflect past and on-going efforts to preserve Maine's
environment. Clean air and water are a vital dimension of our
business, a responsibility we accept and fully intend to meet
successfully in the State of Maine.
The way we see it, Maine's environment is everybody's busi-
ness. And improving it is everybody's responsibility.
We pledge to do our share.
SCOTT
Scott Paper Company
S. D. Warren Division
Westbrook, Maine
Northeast Operations
Winslow, Maine
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Here it is folks —
for the first time anywhere
the only existing directory of
Maine Environmental doers
The first attempt to compile a comprehensive direc-
tory of Maine organizations concerned with the environ-
ment is the work of the Merrymeeting Audubon Society.
The listing below is the result of initial contacts for
information, and although it has gaps, it is already the
most nearly complete directory of the state's growing
conservation interests.
The final edition will be published this summer, con-
taining additional entries, a subject index and fuller
information on the organizations.
Conservation organizations wishing to be included
should write Maine Conservation Directory, Box 255,
Brunswick, Maine 04011.
Acadia National Park
To conserve a 33,000 acre natural environment centered
on Mount Desert Island, Me., which includes specta-
cular segments of the Gulf of Maine archipelago.
John M. Good Superintendent
Acadia National Park
Hulls Cove, Maine 04644
Telephone: 288-3338
Interpretation of natural features, education, research,
recreation.
American Forest Institute
New England Regional Office
Lester A. DeCoster
RFD 1
Etna, Maine 04434
Telephone: 234-2239
Membership: 2,000. Publishes Tree Farm News, Regional
Newsletter and AFI reports. Founded: 1942.
A private association sponsoring the tree farm program,
keep green programs and information and education on
forest resources. Trying to start a series of urban land-
owners conferences to improve land management of
small landowners; doing studies of oxygen production
of trees and other multiple fringe benefits provided by
the working forest.
Associated Sportsmen Club of York County
W. E. Campbell
102 Norton Street
So. Berwick, Maine
Telephone: 384-2092
Membership: 2500. Founded: 1950
Hunting and fishing, fish and game
Atlantic Salmon Sea Run Commission
Ronald T. Speers, Chairman
5 Illinois Ave.
Bangor, Maine
Telephone: 947-8627
Publications: Biennial Reports & miscellaneous articles.
Charged with management & restoration of Atlantic
salmon in Maine streams.
Biological Laboratory, U.S. Bureau of
Commercial Fisheries
Bernard E. Skud
W. Boothbay Harbor, Maine
Telephone: 633-2221
Publications: Excellent science studies of Maine marine
resources. Founded: 1905
Factors controlling the abundance and distribution of
lobsters and herring.
Biscay Pond Association, Inc.
William Benner, President
Bristol, Maine 04539
Telephone: 677-2700
Membership: 50 — 100 families (summer, primarily)
Publication: informal newsletter planned. Founded:
Aug. 15, 1966.
"to protect and enhance the beauty of Biscay Pond and
adjacent area, and to guard its water against pollution."
Bowdoin College
Department of Biology
Prof. James M. Moulton
Department of Biology
Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Maine 04011
Telephone: 725-8731 Ext. 583
Information source especially in the field of marine
resources and wildlife with faculty participation in com-
munity projects.
Brunswick Shellfish Conservation Committals
Prof. Alton H. Gustafson
Department of Biology
Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Maine 04011
Telephone: 725-8731 Ext. 581
Five man municipal committee. Reports on file in Bruns
wick municipal building. Founded: 1964.
Concerned with pollution of areas in which shellfish
grow. Conducting research on oysters and clams in
Maine waters. Made wetlands survey of the Town.
Citizens Who Care
Dr. Harold E. Hackett
PO Box 388
Pearl Street Station
Portland, Maine
Telephone: 207 784-8333
Executive Committee 22, contributing membership
300, associated membership 2,500. Publication: News-
letter. Founded: July, 1969
Legal action against the City of Portland in relation
to lack of environmental planning in connection with the
rezoning of Long Island for use by King Resources as
a super tanker terminal and tank farm.
Clean Water Initiative Committee
Edward H. Hanis
7 Barrows Street
Brunswick, Maine 04011
Telephone: 725-2623
Membership: 40. Publication: The Case for Effluent
Charges in Maine, by A. Myrick Freeman III. Founded:
1970.
Promoting legislation for establishing effluent charges
in Maine.
Coastal Resources Action Committee
Horace A. Hildreth, Jr.
465 Congress Street Room 507
Portland, Maine 04111
Telephone: 774-5931
Membership: 1000. Publishes occasional news and report
letters. Founded: December, 1968.
Active in lobbying in Maine Legislature; appearances
as counsel for citizen groups or organizations at adminis-
Georgia-Pacific is concerned about
tomorrow's environment , too. That's
why we're spending many millions of
dollars for pollution abatement
measures all over the country. To help
make sure that there will always be
sunshine, clear waters, and clean winds...
not just in Maine, but wherever the
winds blow.
GEORGIA- PACIFIC
CORPORATION
The Growth Co.
Woodland Division
Woodland, Maine
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trative and governmental hearings; environmental law
matters including suits and class actions.
Conservation Education Foundation of Maine
Marshall T. Wiebe
Room 600
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine 04330
Telephone: 289-2873
Comprised of State Agencies and the State University
system. Open to others. Special publications only.
Founded: 1957.
Operates the Conservation School at Bryant Pond, in
cooperation with State natural resource agencies and
the University of Maine at Orono, Farmington and
Gorham. Concerned with all aspects of conservation and
environmental education.
Cooperative Extension Service
A state organization operating through the University
of Maine at Orono, with 14 county services. Makes
available resources from the university and elsewhere to
meet local problems and needs. Addresses and programs
of the local services may be obtained at the state office,
University of Maine, Orono.
Downeast Improvement Association
Richard Bedard
Columbia, Maine 04623
Telephone: 255-3032
Supporters: 100. Founded: July, 1968
Fighting oil at Machiasport; seeking alternative industry
and ecological survey of sea resources.
The Effluent Society
12 Lord Hall
University of Maine
Orono, Maine 04473
Publications: none (yet). Founded: October, 1969.
Pollution abatement. April 22, 1970 Edvironmental
Teach-In.
Environmental Action
Leo Mather, Chairman
Saint Francis College
Pool Road
Biddeford, Maine 04005
Telephone: 282-1515 Ex. 17
Membership: 20 — 60 Publishes: Newsletter. Founded:
1970.
A campus organization involved in education and research
of inter-related environmental problems.
Environmental Improvement Commission
William R. Adams, Director
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330
Telephone: 289-2591
The State agency charged with the control of water and
air pollution.
Friends of Nature
Martin Haase. Executive Secretar
Brooksville. Maine
Publishes: "Gardening without Poisons" "The man who
planted hope and grew Happiness" Founded: 1961.
An international conservation Society. Specific interests:
municipal composting. biological control or insects,
wilderness and shoreline preservation, and desert refores
tation.
Garden Club Federation of Maine
Mrs. James L. Pettit. President
Villa Interlaken
Forest Brookton P. 0.
Maine 04413
Publishes quarterly Newsletter. Founded 1931.
Nature trails and sanctuaries, civic development and
beautification, billboards, birds, anti-litter, and marsh-
lands.
Hardwood Island Biological Station
Seal Cove P.O., Maine 04674
Mr. Dennis M. Wint, Director
Chandler Nature Center
37047 Ridge Road
Willoughby, Ohio 44094
Founded: 1970.
A summer Bed program for high school students inter-
ested in mariae biology. geology, ornithology and related
subjects. 1970 program sponsored by the Cleveisad
Museum of Natural History. Located on Hardwood
head. Blue Hill Bay.
lit_SW and Welfare Dapmennaust
Division of Sanitary Enghwering
Earle W. Tibbetts
Department of Health & Welfare
Division of SW/Lary Engineering
Anemia, Maine 04330
Telephone: 209-3826
I,. C. Darla. Canter
Maria* Laboeatery for the University of Maine.
Dr. David Dean
Walpole, Maine 04573
Telephone 563-5340
Founded 1965.
Marine biological studies; research in water quality-
benthic invertebrate relationships in estuaries; survey
of marine life in the Montsweag Bay-Back River area
for Maine Yankee Atomic Power Co. Heavy minerals
provenance study of the St. George estuary; environ-
mental survey of the Damariscotta River estuary;
seminars in marine science open to the public; tours,
lectures and other services for civic and school groups;
identification of specimens for fishermen.
Keep Maine Scenic Committee
Education, promotion, research, enforcement to pro-
tect Maine's natural beauty.
Paul McCann, Coordinator
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine 04330
Telephone: 289-3821
(Chairman: Richard H. Woodbury, Portland, Me.I
Membership: 11. Publications: newsletters, other educa-
tion materials, film library. Founded: 1963.
Litter prevention, junk car disposal, community clean-
up and beautification campaigns, roadside blight of all
varieties.
Kennebec Valley Conservation Association
Joseph A. LeClair, Jr. Secretary
P. 0. Box 525
Skowhegan, Maine
Telephone: 474-2953
Membership: 250. Founded: February, 1970.
Pollution of all types in the Kennebec Valley, to include
all tributaries to the Kennebec. Establishment of access
• areas to the river and its tributaries, state park and picnic
areas
Landguard Trust, Inc.
Edward T. Richardson, Jr.
Executive Director
103 Exchange Street
Portland, Maine 04111
Telephone: 772-8386
Membership: limited. Founded: 1969
A non-profit consultative corporation designed to aid
and guide developments in respect to the conservation
of environmental values.
LaVerna Reserve
E.E. Hoyt
Round Pond, Maine
Founded: 1965. A part of the Rachel Carson Seacoast
of the Nature Conservancy. Established to preserve
wildlife on and along the seacoast.
League of Women Voters of Maine
Mrs. Lowell W. Zabel, President
P.O. Box 151
Orono, Maine 04473
Telephone: 866-2805 866-3336
"The challenge is great,
and the solutions
will test our society
in a manner that we
have never faced before:
"I know of no more important business for all of us—no issue of greater potential—than
the environment, the relation of its components, and the manner of our interacting to it.
"Industry must recognize the impact of its operations on society as a whole and the
implications for the future on human welfare. Other branches of society have their own
responsibilities; industry's responsibility is to find ways of producing without
excessive pollution regardless of whether it costs more and regardless of how the
increased cost is absorbed."
Excerpted from an address by Robert 0. Anderson, Chairman, Atlantic Richfield Company, to the
U.S. National Commission for UNESCO, "Man and His Environment," San Francisco, November 25, 1989.
Printed copies of the full text available on request to Public Relations Division, Atlantic Richfield Company,
717 Fifth Ave., New York, New York 10022.
AllanticRichfisicICompany
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Public education of perils of air and water pollution:
lobbying for control of pollution at all levels of
government.
Lincoln County Cultural & Historical
Association
Mrs. John Rafter, Director
Box 61
Wiscasset, Maine 04578
Telephone: 882-6817
Membership: 1000. Publishes Calendar of Events.
Founded 1954.
Acting as a voice for the membership, many of whom
are non-resident taxpayers, in matters pertaining to con-
servation of our environment. Membership is statewide.
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs
Mrs. Arthur E. Rogers, President
38 McLaughlin Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
Publishes MFWC Yearbook with Directory and a bi-
monthly Newsletter. Membership: 154 clubs with about
8,000 members. Founded: 1892.
The Federation's Conservation Department has four
divisions: Beautification 8,1 Gardens; Land & Water
Resources; Pollution Control; Recreation & Youth
Activities. During the last two years has been especially
concerned with billboard control; shoreline development
problems; air and water pollution and the environment
of Maine Indians.
Maine Fish and Game Association
Maynard G. Conners, President
Franklin, Maine 04634
Telephone: 565-3514
Membership: c. 6000.
Concerned with pollution abatement of water and air;
proper development of Maine's natural resources and
protection of fish and wildlife and habitat.
Maine Department Inland Fisheries and Game
William C. Mincher
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine 04330
Telephone: 289-2871
McClellan Park Children's Nature Program
Frank and Ada Graham, Jr.
Milbridge, Maine 04658
Telephone: 207 546-7956
Committee of ten adults; 70 children. Founded: 1968.
To create among local children an awareness of the
natural world and their relation to it.
Moosehorn National Wildlife Refuge
Refuge Manager
Box X
Calais, Maine 04619
Telephone: 454-3521
Founded: 1937. Wildlife and forestry management;
wildlife oriented recreation: visitor center, auto tour,
nature trails. Descriptive pamphlet and checklists avail-
able.
Nasson College
Dr. Robert H. Ciullo
Nasson College
Springvale, Maine 04083
Telephone: 324-5340
Founded: 1912
Biology Department
Mobiolab 1. Water pollution seminar; water quality and
testing; estuarine ecology; summer science program for
high school students.
Natural Resources Council of Maine
Marshall Burk, Executive Secretary
116 State Street
Augusta, Maine 04330
Telephone: 623-3452
Membership: 1700 individual; 10 statewide and 50
local organizations. Publishes: monthly Maine Environ-
mental Bulletin, Legislative Reports, Environmental
Planning Guides, "Oil and the Maine Coast — Is it
Worth It?" Founded 1959.
Concerned with the future of the Allapsh and the rest
of Maine's wildlands, with proposals for dams, refineries
and other industrial projects that could result in mas-
sive changes in Maine's environment, with pesticides,
water and air pollution, fishing and hunting policy,
shoreline protection, wetlands control, surface mine
restoration, and other land use problems in Maine.
Nature Conservancy — Maine Chapter
Charles Bradford, Field Representative
Manchester, Maine 04351
Telephone: 622-5123
Membership: 650. Publishes: Newsletter. Founded:
1956.
Involved in land preservation in Maine.
Penobscot Valley Chapter, Maine Audubon
Society
Mrs. Wayne Evans
2203 Broadway
Bangor, Maine
Telephone: 942-7233
Membership: c. 100. Founded: 1966 Publication: The
Northern Shrike (newsletter).
Conservation generally, outdoor recreation, interpretive
programs (nature study & aesthetics).
Pine Tree Conservation Society
Vincent L. McKusick
465 Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04111
Telephone: 773-6411
A private charitable corporation. Founded: July, 1969.
To acquire by purchase, lease, gift, or otherwise, land in
the State of Maine, and to hold and preserve the same
in its natural state, to beautify the same and to dedicate
the same to the public use. Currently has preserved about
500 acres of land in its natural state on Southport Island,
Maine.
Portland Society of Natural History-Maine
Audubon Society
irving Richardson, Director
22 Elm Street
Portland, Maine
Telephone: 774-8281
Membership: 1350. Publishes Maine Field Naturalist
(quarterly) and a monthly Newsletter. Founded 1843
[ P.S.N.H.
General interest and activities in the environmental
problems of Maine and in conservation education.
Regional Academic Marine Program
Sebastian J. Cultrera
RAMP
Whipple Road
Kittery, Maine 03904
Telephone: 439-3644
Publications: 12 classroom units of teaching material —
Titles sent on request. Founded: 1968
Teaching of marine science and conservation for grades
1 through 12 and adults by means of classroom and field
experience.
Regional Environmental Education Program
Mr. Dean Bennett
Intermediate School
McCartney Street
Yarmouth, Maine 04096
Telephone: 846-3392 Founded: 1968.
A K-12 environmental education program sponsored by
and for the towns of Falmouth, Freeport, Yarmouth. and
Cumberland-North Yarmouth and aimed at developing
in young people an understanding and appreciation of
their biophysical environment, a knowledge of environ-
mental problems. and ways these problems may be re-
solved
Is Oxford Raper Company c(Dri
Gnrieci
about -th8 envincornrrty?
On March 11 Oxford Paper Company conducted an Environ-
mental Conference for employees with representation from all
of the company mill locations. On that occasion William H.
Chisholm, Chairman, concluded his keynote address on en-
vironmental problems with these words:
"It is because we want to find the right answers to as
many of these questions as possible that we have convened
this meeting today. We want to find the right solution to
this problem — to find it and achieve it as rapidly as
possible; to cooperate in every reasonable way with every
governmental body. We are fortunate in having the out-
standing authorities that are with us today and I look for-
ward with great anticipation to what they have to say as
we develop this mighty and much needed effort."
Note: The outstanding authorities that Mr. Chishokn referred
to included: Donald E. Nicoll, Administrative Assistant to
U. S. Senator Edmund S. Muskie; Dr. E. Donaldson Koons,
Chairman of the Maine Environmental Improvement Com-
mission; James 0. Nesbitt, Executive Director of the Andros-
coggin Valley Regional Planning Commission; Or. Isaiah
Gilman, Technical Director of the National Council of the
Paper Industry for Air & Stream Improvement, Inc.; and John
L. Blake, Director of Air and Water Resources, American Paper
Institute.
In the last issue of the Oxford LOG published for employees
of Oxford Paper Company there was a feature editorial on the
National Teach-In. This editorial is quoted in part:
"Some of these teach-ins have already taken place and the
reports of these are most encouraging. They indicate that
the young people involved in this movement are seeking
knowledge and balanced solutions — and are not protesting
iust for 'change at any price'.
"If this desire to seek balanced solutions conttnues to
prevail, these teach-ins could have a good constructive im-
pact on the total effort to upgrade the quality of our en-
vironment. We in industry have an opportunity to make a
substantial contribution to this program. At this tiny we
&wet know what specific programs might develop on cam-
puses in areas where we have mills but we should aohenever
possible welcome the opportunity to cooperate teith any
constructively motivated group of young people Elko Roust
make the difficult decisions of the future."
OXFORD PAPER 0111111PANY
A division of Ethel Comperseion
01)
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The Research Institute of the Gulf of Maine
[TRIGOM]
An Environmental research consortium of eight Maine
institutions of higher education.
Dr. Donald B. Horton
96 Falmouth Street
Portland, Maine 04103
Telephone: 773-2981 Ext. 387
Membership: Bates, Bowdoin, Colby, Nasson, SMVTI,
Gorham State, St. Francis, & University of Maine. Founded:
1967.
Biomedical pollution studies in Casco Bay; ecological
study of estuarine eutrophication. Preparation of Direc-
tory of Marine Science facilities and personnel in Maine,
plus other informative publications.
Saco Valley Fish & Game Association
Mrs. Mary Bucknell, Sec.
Brownfield, Maine 04010
Telephone: 452-2201
Membership: 54 + wives, 20 honorary. Founded 1935.
Conservation 8z pollution, outdoor recreation & nature
study, fish 8z game.
Soil and Water Conservation Districts
Districts have been set up in most Maine counties to
work with the public on proper use and management
of land and water resources. Addresses for head-
quarters of an individual district may be obtained
from the nearest U.S. Department of Agriculture office.
Southern Maine Vocational Technical Institute
Mr. Tapan Banerjee
S.M.V.T.I.
South Portland, Maine 04106
Telephone: 799-7303
Founded: 1947.
Hydrographic studies of Casco Bay, Maine.
Spurwink Rod & Gun Club
Derry Leeman
159 Taft Avenue
Portland, Maine
Telephone: 772-3098
Membership: 150. Publication: National Rifle
Founded: Jan. 28, 1954
Better forest management, pollution around our lakes and
ponds, better management of ski mobile regulations,
elimination of certain pesticide use.
State Biologists' Association
Joseph E. Goodness, Secretary
Box 646
Sanford, Maine 04073
Telephone: 324-4661
Augusta, Maine 04330
Telephone: 289-3871 / 289-3872
Founded 1965. Regulating the use and/or sale of pesti-
cides within the State of Maine.
State of Maine Forestry Department
Joel Marsh, Supervisor Information and Education
Forestry Department
Augusta, Maine 04330
Telephone: 289-2791
State Park and Recreation Commission
Lawrence Stuart, Director
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine 04330
Telephone: 289-3821
Swan's Island Marine Station
Dr. Richard C. Herold, Sec.
Minturn, Maine 04659
Founded: 1 Q65.
Research . education during summer; all types of
basic rese. involving the natural environment and all
organisms of the land and surrounding waters. Research
varies with interests of those actively engaged.
University of Maine
School of Law
Orlando E. Delogu
68 High Street
Portland, Maine 04101
Telephone: 775-5691
Courses in land use, state and local government, water
law and property law. Teaching, consulting and drafting
legislation in the area of resource and environmental
protection.
University of Maine
Water Resources Center
E.I. Imhoff, Director
South Campus
University of Maine
Telephone: 947-8852
Coordinating research on water resource management
at the University of Maine and providing information
services to State and Federal and private institutions
regarding water resource needs and progress in the
State of Maine. Conducting a water inventory and pol-
lution abatement research. Conferences are held per-
iodically to provide public information.
U.S. Coast Guard
Captain of the Port
Capt. Robert A. Lee
U.S. Coast Guard Base
250 High Street
South Portland, Maine
Telephone: 799-5531
Pollution of navigable waters of the United States.
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service
Willis A. Lord, Executive Director
Maine State ASCS Office
USDA Office Building, Campus
Orono, Maine 04473
Telephone: 866-4976
Founded: 1936. Agricultural Farm Programs (ACP, Wool„
Sugar, Cropland Adjustment Program and Price Support).
Animal and vegetable processing, watershed management
and ground water, land management, woodlots and re-
forestation.
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, State Supervisor,
Division of Wildlife Services. Pesticide Surveillance,
Wildlife enhancement, animal control.
Francis J. Gramlich
Box 800
Room 212, Federal Bldg.
Augusta, Maine 04330
Telephone: 622-6171 Ext. 224
Publications: Bureau publications available
Pesticide monitoring, wildlife enhancement — government
owned and private lands, animal control in areas of:
public health & safety, agriculture, resource protection,
urban & industrial areas.
York County Audubon Society
Mrs. William C. Hanton
South Side Road
York, Maine 03909
Telephone: 363-2332
Membership: 200. Founded December, 1969. Publication:
Maine Nature.
Upgrading water classification of Libby Brook; forming
a "hot line" alert to key members of local organizations
to increase area awareness and response to conservation
issues which affect our community and state.
An open letter of concern
IT'S NICE TO SE WANTED, BUT .
4
•
us in the spring asking us to spray their trees and
ctices, and suburban and city developments reducing
gze that their healthy plants are all the more vulner-
of nature has been pushed off-center, and it can no
sect problem. So they call on us to spray.
become increasingly concerned about the potentially
with long-lived, blanket insecticides. We voluntarily
g programs at the end of our spray season in 1968,
T for Dormant Spray Service of elm trees. The ban
T to stop the chemical pollution that is choking our
nting with both short-lived insecticides and biolo-
ntr • , until we find a program that controls insects and
Iluting our environment.
We a o right now to develop such a program. Meanwhile, we want to help you pre-
serve and prot your trees and shrubs with the safest program possible.
• s • II.*
anent!
ITREE EXPERT CO., INC.
I •
ex
25 Gray Rd. Portland, Me. 797-2800
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environmental controls
are an indispensable
cast of operation.
—James Goodrich
President B.I.W.
Even highly skilled, clean industry has
environmental problems to face. At Bath Iron
Works every effort is made to plan so that we
can avoid polluting our environment, but even
then, problems occasionally arise. We act
promptly to correct these situations. BIW
believes that industry can function efficiently
and profitably without destroying our
environment for future generations. We are
dedicated to this task.
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•"There is no trifling with nature;
it is always true, grave and severe;
it is always in the right,
And the faults and errors fall to our share.
It defies incompetency,
but reveals its secrets to the competent ..."
Goethe
The philosopher Goethe would be appalled if
he could see the shambles man, and particularly
affluent American man, has made of his delicate
and finite environment.
Nature, including man, has become a victim
of man's dominant attitude toward it, to the
point where Goethe's observation that ". . . It
defies incompetency . . ." rings hollow in the
face of man's ability to inflict wounds upon his
environment from which it can never totally
recover.
America suffocates under the press of popu-
lation and its symptoms, which include stress,
unrest, air pollution, water pollution, and
mountains of refuse.
Clearly, the 1970's are our last chance to
reverse the direction that we have taken since
western man invented the idea that nature was
innately subject to his domination. We must
reject this attitude and recognize that man and
his environment form a single, interacting system.
We now have the technical capacity to destroy
our environment and ourselves along with it.
In this decade, we must face the issue, not of
conservation or preservation, but of survival.
Just as a vast beach is made up of countless
grains of sand, the preservation of the environ-
ment must be the result of the individual con-
tribution of each of us by whatever means he
has available.
American industry will play a leading role in
this most vital international drama — one way
or the other. The J. M. Huber Corporation is
deeply committed to the cause of environmental
preservation and improvement. Although there
is little we, as a corporation, can do about the
basic problem, over-population, we can attempt
to prevent the spread of its symptoms.
At Beaver Cove, an open space recreational
community on Moosehead Lake, we are employ-
ing simple, but time-proven, methods to control
visual and actual pollution, and to prevent, as
far as possible, the environmental degradation
that usually accompanies development. We have
drawn up reasonable land use restrictions to
support the long-range plans of experts, with
extensive experience in the field of land use
planning.
Maine, so far, has not completely failed to
live in harmony with nature, but time is running
out. It is imperative that we plan quickly,
thoroughly and thoughtfully, before it does.
It would be pretentious to contend that our
Beaver Cove development would be much more
than one grain of sand on the beach of environ-
mental conservation and rehabilitation, but it is
a start in the direction of the preservation of
one of this nation's most precious assets — the
State of Maine.
BEAVER COVE
J. M. HUBER CORPORATION
Box 534
Greenville, Maine 04441
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I am not an industrial generalist and, therefore, I feel
that most of my remarks should be restricted to the
pulp and paper industry of which I have been a part
for many years. That industry has been identified as
placing almost twice as much, and I quote "crud" in
our rivers as all the municipal sewerage plants in the
country. This statement was made based on the mis-
apprehension that our industry produced 1,000 pounds
of pollution for every 1,000 pounds of product manu-
factured. In truth, the waste figure is closer to 1 20th
of that amount instead of the broad brush statement
about "crud" from pulp and paper mills. I maintain
this incident only because these kinds of erroneous
statements are frequently made inadvertently by dis-
tinguished speakers because they have received incor-
rect information and may not have taken the time
to verify them before disseminating it. We all must be
alert to this problem and do the best we can to see
that our information is correct and up-to-date, thereby
avoiding an unnecessary credibility gap.
I know you are interested in what our industry is
doing and will be doing to assist in placing our environ-
ment in the condition we would like it. We are already
on record for the past 30 — 40 years through industry
research in stream pollution and in reforestation efforts
that we have been concerned with our environment.
Since 1950, one billion dollars has been spent protecting
the approximately 50 million acres of industry owned
forest lands; $516 million for water pollution abatement
facilities, $130 Million for air pollution abatement
facilities and as someone said "we're just gettin' goin'."
It is estimated that this year on a national level the
industry will spend better than $70 million in forest
conservation, $110 million for capital expenditures for
water pollution with $38'2 million for annual operating
expenses and $33 million for capital expenditures for
air pollution with $16L2 million for operating expenses.
What has all this money done? Has it cured our ills?
Has it cleaned up the environment? Has it given us ans-
wers to all our problems? By no means! We still have a
long way to go but we are on our way! It is estimated
that it will take at least another billion dollars just to
put our water environment in good shape and the figures
for air environment are of similar proportions. However,
today almost 90% of the 800 pulp paper and paperboard
mills give some treatment to their effluent and a good
percentage do the same to their air emissions. At the same
time our forests are in excellent shape. We are growing
more wood than we are cutting and almost all of the 5u
million acres are open to the public for recreational
use. I might add here that managed forests provide far
better hunting, fishing, and recreational lands than do
the so-called wilderness areas.
What I am saying is that a tot of progress has been
made, but I am also saying there is a lot still to be done.
Most of the technology for pollution abatement in our
industry is in hand with two exceptions, both of
which involve esthetics. First is the color of the water
effluent. Both industry and the government are
working hard on this problem. Secondly is the relatively
harmless but unpleasant odor emanating from a kraft
mill. Although not 100 percent proven, one or more
companies believe this problem is in hand.
This leaves us with the biggest problem that is always
facing us — money. To get our environment in the condi-
tion we would like to see it is going to take untold
amounts of that stuff from many sources. To date the
federal and in most cases the state governments have
indicated a willingness to assist industry in this task. As
an example, if my memory is correct, the 1966 Federal
Water Pollution Control Act states that providing an
industry and a municipality combine to form a quasi-
political body for pollution abatement purposes. The
federal government will provide 50 percent of the cost of
the necessary facilities, if the state provides 30 percent of
the cost. Whether funds will be forthcoming on this
basis I do not know. Regardless of where the money
comes from, older plants after adding on costly pollution
abatement facilities will definitely be at a competitive
disadvantage with the new mills that have been able to
engineer modern abatement facilities in the original de-
sign of the mill. Hopefully, both federal and state govern-
ments will grant some form of tax relief to assist the
older mills in living up to their responsibilities. Some
states have already been responsive to this approach.
It has been said often recently that we must learn
how to reuse or recycle the matcrials we produce. In the
paper industry I am glad to say that almost 30 percent
of the virgin fibers used in this country are recovered from
waste paper to be used in such products as corrugating
medium used to make paperboard, newsprint, cardboard,
and even white printing papers. You might ask why isn't
that 30 percent figure higher? The obvious answer is
economics. Collecting waste paper, as now done, is ex-
Pensive and can only be done in large cities. Moreover,
treatment of the secondary fiber, depending on the end-
use, can be expensive. Also, if the waste paper is to be
used for newsprint it must receive some de-inking treat-
ment which causes a pollution problem. If used for white
printing papers the pollution and cost problems are
substantially increased. Undoubtedly progress will be
made in the use of secondary fibers as conservation
dictates it but help is needed at the collection end and
also at the de
-inking pollution end.
I guess the biggest lift any industry could get is a
means to improve and protect our environment without
facing horrendous costs. Ways must be found to accom-
plish our goals at lower capital and operating costs. The
pulp and paper industry, and I am sure all industry, is
expending all kinds of money and effort to accomplish
this. None of us are too proud to say that we don't need
and cannot use help. In fact, we hope and pray that the
highly trained scientific brains that abound in this coun-
try along with the strong support of our friends in govern-
ment will help us find the answers to those problems, for
in my estimation, it will take not only the will but the
combined efforts and — yes — genius of all to place our
environment in the condition we all want.
Remarks of William H. Chisholm President,
Oxford Paper Company as a representative of
industry during a panel session, February 20,
1970, at the international biological program —
public affairs Council Conference: Environment:
The Quest for Quality, February 18-20, 1970.
Washington, D.C.
St. Regis
Pioneering in paper,
packaging and
building products for
home and industry.
From trees, St Regis develops thousands of
modern wood based products ranging from ply
wood to school supplies, paperboard cartons. bags
printing papers, kraft papers, envelopes and food
containers
St Regis ingenuity serves industry and consu
mers in mans, other product areas too With more
than 100 plants and mots from coast to coast, we
also make plastic packaging products laminates,
food processing machinery, and convenience
products for home, school and office
In a wide range of forest products, in total
Packaging systems in new materials - the spirit
of development at St Regis is our most importar
capability
STM
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